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A GENERAL FIXED POINT THEOREM 
E. WATTEL 
Amsterdam 
In general topology there exist some fixed point theorems for contracting 
mappings. Their common characteristic is that they guarantee uniqueness of the 
fixed point by means of a principle of contraction relative to the metric of the space. 
In this paper we shall describe yet another fixed point theorem of the same sort, 
originating from a problem in differential equations, and we shall give a generaliz-
ation to uniform spaces. First we shall state two well-known contraction theorems 
and we shall then prove the main theorem in a metric space and a uniform space 
separately. Eventually we shall show that Theorem 1 is a special case of Theorem 3, 
but we shall not include a similar proof for Theorem 2. 
Theorem 1. (Banach). Let (X, Q) be a complete metric space and let <j> be a map-
ping from X into X such that there exists a positive real number a less than 1 with 
the property that Q(((>(X), <p(y)) S a Q(X, y) for all x and y in X, then X contains 
one and only one point x^for which (j>(x^) = x^, holds. 
Theorem 2. Let (X, Q) be a metric space and let (j> be a mapping from X into 
itself such that (p(X) is compact and Q($(X), $(y)) < Q(X, y)for all x, yeX, then X 
contains one and only one fixed point relative to the mapping (p. 
Conven t ion . If X is a space and $ is a mapping from X into X then <£°(x) 
is the identity on X and $"(x) = (t>(<f>n~x(x)) for every natural number n and every 
x e X. Clearly $n can be considered as a mapping from X into X. 
Example . The following example is to show that Theorems 1 and 2 are inde-
pendent. It meets the requirements of Theorem 2 but not of Theorem 1. 
Let X be the collection of all real seqences {Xi}fLt with \xt\ <j 2~~* (this is the 
Hilbert cube). We consider the usual metric. We define a contraction $ : X -* X by 
4>'{XÍ}T-I^-\T^—:XÍ\ 
[i + l J Í=I 
<t> is clearly a contraction on a compact space but there is no contraction constant 
a < 1 such that Q(</)(X), $(y)) ^ a Q(X, y), for every x and y in X. 
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Theorem 3. Let (X, Q) be a metric space, and let $ be a continuous function 
from X into X which satisfies the following properties: 
(i) 3x0eX such that {$
n(x0)}r=-1 contains a convergent subsequence in X. 
(ii) VxeX\VyeX we have lim Q(<F(X), 4>n(y)) = 0. 
I I - * CO 
Then the space X contains exactly one fixed point relative to the transformation </). 
Proof. Since {0"(xo)}i?--I contains a convergent subsequence in (X, Q) there 
exists an infinite subset M of the natural numbers such that {0m(xo) | weM} is 
convergent. Let X0 be its limit. From the continuity of <f) it follows that {<l>
m+1(x0) I 
| m e M} is convergent with limit <p(£0). Choose an s > 0. From condition (ii) it 
follows that 3iV0 such that for every natural number n > N0 we have 
Q(<l>n(x0),<l>
n+1(x0))<$s. 
Furthermore there exists an Nt such that 
VmeM ; m > N± we have Q(<t>
m(*o)> %o) < i e 
and 
VmeM; m> Nt we have Q(<l>
m+l(x0), <t>(St0)) < is . 
Since M is infinite we conclude that Q(%0, <l>(&0)) < e for every positive number e 
and therefore St0 has to be a fixed point of 0. Suppose that $0 is another fixed point, 
then lim e(<£"(*o)> <£n(j>0)) = 0. Since *0 = 0(*o) = 0"(*o) and p0 = <t>($0) = 
i»-*co 
= <l>n(p0) for all n e N we have %0 = %. Therefore St0 is the unique fixed point of the 
function tf>. 
Theorem 4. Let X be a Tychonoff space and let $ be a continuous mapping 
from X into X. If there exists a compatible uniform structure Jf on X such that 
VxeX, \fyeX, VHetf, 3iV0eN such that VneN with n > N0 we have 
(<l>n(x),<l>n(y))eH, 
then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 3x0 e X and an infinite subset MofN such that {<l>
m(x0) \meM} is a con-
vergent sequence. 
(ii) The space X contains exactly one fixed point St^ relative to <j). 
(iii) For every xeX the sequence {(j)n(x) | n eN} converges. 
Proof, (i) => (ii). Let £ be the limit of {(j>m(x0) \ m e M}. From the continuity 
it follows that {<l>m+1(x0) | m e M} converges to <j>(&). Let H be an arbitrary diagonal 
neighbourhood in #. Then there exists a K e Jf? such that K = X"1 and K o K o 
o K c H. There exists an N0 e N such that 
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(a) (0m(xo), f
+ 1 ( x 0 ) ) e X for every meN; m ^ N0. 
(b) ($m(x0)9 St)eK for every meM; m 2> N0. 
(c) (<£m+1(x0), <!>(*))eK for every meM; m ^ N0. 
Since M is infinite we can choose m sufficiently large in M and we conclude that 
( « , ^ ) ) e X o J C o K c Jf. 
Since X is a Tychonoff space it follows that St -= (J)(St). Suppose that j> is another 
fixed point of 0, then 
V f f e J f ; 3 N e N ; Vn > iV we have (0w(.p), <£"(*)) = (j>,*) e # . 
This implies that $ = St. Therefore St is the unique fixed point of 0 in X. 
(ii) => (iii). Let x0 be the fixed point of <j) in X and let x be an arbitrary point 
of X. Let [7 be a neighbourhood of x0. Then 17 contains a neighbourhood of x0 
of the form: {y \ (y9 x0) e H} for some H e Jtf. By definition there exists an N0 e N 
such that for every n > N0 we have (4>
n(x)9 (j>
n(x0)) e H; hence (<£"(x), x0) e H. 
Therefore <£"(x) is eventually in every neighbourhood of x0, i.e., $
n(x) converges 
to x0. 
(iii) -=> (i). Obvious. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let x and y be two arbitrary points of X. Then 
Q(4>n+1(x)9 <l>
n+1(y)) ^ OL . e(0n(x), <t>n(y)) ^ oin+1 . Q(X9 y). Since a < 1 we have 
lim^4^>)) = °-
n-»oo 
Moreover, for every x e X we have 
Q(F(X), X)^£ Q(<I><(X), P~l(x)) <S t « ' _ 1 • Q(<K*)> *) ^ 7 ^ — Q(4>(x), X) . 
i=i i=i 1 — a 
Therefore, for every k and J e N, k ^ /we have 
e(>*(x), ^'(x)) £ «' . e ( ^ - ' ( x ) , x) <; - - ^ - . <#(*) , x ) . 
This implies that {<l>n(x) | n e N} is a Cauchy sequence and from the completeness 
of _Y it follows that its limit exists. We conclude that {#n(x) | n e N} satisfies the 
condition (i) in Theorem 3 and Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 3. 
The paper has been prepared in cooperation with P. P. N. de Groen. 
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